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ABSTRACT
We introdu e the BiBa signature s heme, a new signature
onstru tion that uses one-way fun tions without trapdoors.
BiBa features a low veri ation overhead and a relatively
small signature size. In omparison to other one-way fun tion based signature s hemes, BiBa has smaller signatures
and is at least twi e as fast to verify (whi h probably makes
it one of the fastest signature s heme to date for veri ation). On the downside, the BiBa publi key is large, and
the signature generation overhead is higher than previous
s hemes based on one-way fun tions without trapdoors (although it an be trivially parallelized).
One of the main hallenges of se uring broad ast ommuni ation is sour e authenti ation, whi h allows all re eivers
to verify the origin of the data. An ideal broad ast authenti ation proto ol should be eÆ ient for the sender and
the re eiver, have a small ommuni ation overhead, allow
the re eiver to authenti ate ea h individual pa ket, provide
perfe t robustness to pa ket loss, s ale to large numbers of
re eivers, and provide instant authenti ation (no bu ering
of data at the sender or re eiver side). We are not aware of
any previous proto ol that satis es all these properties. We
present the BiBa broad ast authenti ation proto ol, a new
onstru tion based on the BiBa signature, that a hieves all
our desired properties, with the tradeo that it requires a
moderate omputation overhead for the sender to generate

1. INTRODUCTION
For the past 25 years resear hers have reated and re ned
digital signature s hemes using one-way fun tions without
trapdoors [2, 5, 9, 10, 13, 14, 18, 23℄. These signature
s hemes are eÆ ient for signature generation and veri ation, but the signatures are too large for many appli ations.
We propose the BiBa signature, a new approa h for signatures based on one-way fun tions without trapdoor. The
signature size of our s heme is mu h smaller than most previous signatures based on one-way fun tions; and the veriation is also more eÆ ient. However, our publi keys are
larger than most previous systems, and the time to generate
signatures is also higher.
Our new signature s heme immediately yields important
new appli ations. In parti ular, we extend the BiBa signature s heme to design a new proto ol for authenti ating
broad asts, su h as streaming information broad ast over
the Internet. Many appli ations need to authenti ate broadast data, i.e. verify the data origin. The main hallenges
to design an eÆ ient broad ast authenti ation proto ol are:
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EÆ ient generation and veri ation. The generation
and veri ation overhead for the authenti ation information should be small. It is important that the veriation overhead is small, sin e a large number of reeivers need to verify the authenti ation information,
and some re eivers might have restri ted omputation
power.



Real-time/instant authenti ation. Many appli ations
su h as sto k quote broad asts require real-time data
authenti ation. Hen e, neither the sender nor the reeiver should bu er data messages before sending or
veri ation.



Individual message authenti ation. The re eiver an
authenti ate ea h individual message it re eives.



Robustness to pa ket loss. Internet broad asts an enounter high pa ket loss. In many broad ast appli ations, lost pa kets are not retransmitted. Hen e the
authenti ation proto ol should tolerate high levels of
pa ket loss.



S alability. Broad ast appli ations have a potentially
large number of re eivers. The authenti ation information should be independent of the number of re eivers.



Small size of authenti ation information. Sin e the
re eiver authenti ates individual messages instantly,
ea h message arries authenti ation information, hen e
a viable s heme should have a low ommuni ation overhead.

2. THE BIBA SIGNATURE SCHEME
In this se tion we rst introdu e the notion of SEALs,
then we give a simple example to motivate the key intuition
of BiBa, and nally we present the full- edged s heme BiBa
signature s heme.
We use the following notation in the rest of the paper. F
and F 0 represent two pseudo-random fun tions (PRF)[7℄,
F : f0; 1gm2  f0; 1gm1 ! f0; 1gm2
F 0 : f0; 1gm1  f0; 1gm1 ! f0; 1gm1 .
H is a hash fun tion in the random ora le model[1℄. G
represents a hash fun tion family in the random ora le model
and Gh : f0; 1gm2 ! [0; n 1℄ is an instan e in the hash
fun tion family G sele ted with an indi ator h.

Resear hers proposed a number of s hemes for broad ast
authenti ation [4, 6, 16, 17, 23, 25℄. Unfortunately most
previously proposed systems [6, 16, 17, 23, 25℄ annot simultaneously support both real-time authenti ation and perfe t
robustness to pa ket loss. One approa h that supports both
real-time authenti ation and robustness to pa ket loss [4℄
does not s ale well to large number of re eivers, as the size
of authenti ation information in reases as the number of reeivers in reases. Using a new onstru tion, we design the
BiBa broad ast authenti ation proto ol from the BiBa signature s heme, that satis es all the above desired properties,
ex ept that the sender overhead to generate the authenti ation information is in general higher than for previous approa hes (although it an be parallelized). In addition, the
BiBa broad ast authenti ation proto ol requires that the
sender and re eiver are weakly time syn hronized.1
Similar to the Mi roMint payment s heme by Rivest and
Shamir [21℄, the se urity of the BiBa signature omes from
the diÆ ulty of nding k-way ollisions for a one-way fun tion. The main di eren e, however, is the se urity assumption: Mi roMint assumes that the bank has more omputational resour es than an adversary, but BiBa enjoys exponentially in reasing se urity su h that it is se ure even if the
signer only has modest omputation resour es.2

2.1 The SEALs
The signer pre omputes values that it subsequently uses
to generate BiBa signatures. These values are random numbers generated in a way that the re eivers an instantly authenti ate them with the publi key (whi h is sometimes
referred to as publi validation information in this ontext).
We all these pre omputed values SEALs, short for SElfAuthenti ating vaLues.3 The property that we need for
SEALs is that the veri er an eÆ iently authenti ate the
SEAL based on the publi key, and that it is omputationally infeasible for an adversary to nd a valid SEAL given
a publi key. The simplest approa h is to use the PRF F
as a ommitment s heme. Given a SEAL s, the publi key
is fs = Fs (0). If the veri er learns fs in an authenti fashion, it an easily authenti ate s by verifying Fs (0) = fs . In
BiBa the signer needs multiple SEALs, so a publi key ould
onsist of multiple ommitments.
Another alternative for SEAL authenti ation is a Merkle
hash tree (so the SEALs would be the leaf nodes of the tree
and the publi key is the root node of the tree) [12℄. We
dis uss this approa h in Appendix B.
In the ase of broad ast authenti ation, we des ribe eÆient methods to generate and authenti ate SEALs in Se tion 3. For now we simply assume that the signer has t
pre omputed SEALs s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; st , and re eivers know the
authenti ommitment Fsi (0) of ea h SEAL so they an efiently authenti ate ea h SEAL they re eive.

Our Contributions
We propose the BiBa signature s heme, a new one-time signature s heme based on one-way fun tions without trapdoors. The BiBa signature exploits the birthday paradox to
a hieve eÆ ien y and se urity.
BiBa provides a more ompa t signature and is faster to
verify than previous s hemes. The publi veri ation key
an be large, but if o -line dissemination of the publi key
is possible, the BiBa signature o ers super-fast veri ation.
We believe that it provides one of the fastest signature veri ations today.
We design a broad ast authenti ation proto ol based on
the BiBa signature s heme. It was an open problem to design a broad ast authenti ation system that an simultaneously support eÆ ient real-time transmission and eÆ ient
authenti ation, o er perfe t robustness to pa ket loss, and
s ale perfe tly with respe t to the number of re eivers. Our
onstru tion is general and also applies to other signature
s hemes based on one-way fun tions without trapdoors, e.g.
the k-times signature [23℄.

2.2 The Key Intuition
BiBa stands for Bins and Balls signature | a ollision
of balls under a hash fun tion in bins forms the signature.
BiBa exploits the birthday paradox su h that the signer has
many balls to throw into the bins whi h results in a high
probability to nd a signature, but an adversary has few
balls so it has a low probability to forge a signature. We
illustrate the BiBa signature with a simpli ed example.

Signature Generation
To sign a message m, the signer rst omputes the hash
h = H (m). The signer then omputes the hash fun tion Gh
(as we des ribe at the beginning of this se tion) to all the
SEALs s1 ; : : : ; st . The signer looks for a two-way ollision
of two SEALs: Gh (si ) = Gh (sj ), with si 6= sj . The pair
hsi ; sj i forms the signature. Figure 1 shows an example.

1
In ontrast to TESLA, the authenti ation in BiBa is instant and does not depend on the time syn hronization error.
However, a large syn hronization error results in a higher
memory requirement of the re eiver.
2
Mi roMint gains an additional omputational advantage
be ause the bank an pre- ompute oins, and an adversary
has a small, limited time to forge oins. Hen e Mi roMint
requires very loose time syn hronization.

3
The name SEAL is already used for the stream ipher developed by Rogaway and Coppersmith. We overload the
term in this work be ause a seal ni ely des ribes the properties that a signer an easily generate it, that it is hard to
forge, and that a veri er an easily authenti ate it.

2

It is now lear why the BiBa a ronym stands for Bins and
Balls signature: the bins orrespond to the range of the hash
fun tion Gh , and the balls orrespond to the SEALs.
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Figure 1: Basi BiBa s heme

The veri er re eives message M and the BiBa signature
We assume for now that the veri er has an eÆi
j
ient method to authenti ate the SEALs si ; sj . To verify
the BiBa signature the veri er omputes h = H (m), he ks
that si 6= sj , and Gh (si ) = Gh (sj ).
Note that the veri ation is very light-weight: Without
onsidering the SEAL authenti ation, the veri ation only
requires one hash fun tion omputation and two hash fun tion omputations.

hs ; s i.

Assume the signer has t SEALs and the range of the hash
fun tion Gh is [0; n 1℄. Given a message m, the probability of nding a BiBa signature is equal to the probability of
nding at least one two-way ollision, i.e. at least two balls
end up in the same bin, when throwing t balls uniformly randomly into n bins. The probability of at least one ollision
PC is easy to ompute:
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A better approa h to in rease the se urity is to use multiple two-way ollisions to generate a signature. For example,
a signature on message m, with h = H (m), would onsist of
z two-way ollisions. The signature is omposed of z pairs
of SEALs hSa1 ; Sb1 i; : : : ; hSaz ; Sbz i, with all SEALs distin t
and Gh (Sai ) = Gh (Sbi ) (1  i  z ). Figure 2 shows the
probability of nding six two-way ollisions with n = 236650
bins, varying the number of SEALs.
The third way to in rease se urity is to require multi-way
ollisions, instead of two-way ollisions. If the BiBa signature requires a k-way ollision, the BiBa signature of message m (with h = H (m)) is hSx1 ; : : : ; Sxk i, where all SEALs
Sx1 ; : : : ; Sxk are distin t and ollide under G: Gh (Sx1 ) =
: : : = Gh (Sxk ). Figure 2 shows the probability of nding a
six-way ollision with n = 222 bins, varying the number of
SEALs. The gure shows learly that this approa h is better than using six two-way ollisions, be ause the probability
drops o faster for an adversary that has fewer SEALS.
The fourth way we attempted to improve the se urity is
to use a multi-round s heme, where only the bins that have
a k1 -way ollision in the rst round pro eed as balls into the
next round. Intuitively, multi-round s hemes may seem to
improve the se urity. However, we show in Appendix A that
one-round s hemes are as se ure as multi-round s hemes.

Security of This Approach

Y1

0.7

Figure 2: Probability of nding a signature for three
ases. The solid line shows the probability for nding a two-way ollision when throwing x balls into
762460 bins. The dashed line shows the probability of nding six two-way ollisions when throwing x
balls into 236650 bins. The dot-dashed line shows the
probability of nding a six-way ollision when throwing x balls into 222 bins. We sele ted the number of
bins su h that the signer has a 50% probability of
nding a signature with 1024 SEALs after one try.
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We exploit the asymmetri property that the signer has
more SEALs than the adversary, and hen e the signer an
easily generate the BiBa signature with high probability. On
the other hand, an adversary only knows the few dis losed
SEALs and hen e has a low probability to nd a valid BiBa
signature.

PC = 1

0.9

t(t+1)
2n

Figure 2 shows the probability of at least one ollision when
throwing t balls into 762460 bins.
The se urity of the BiBa signature omes from the fa t
that the adversary has few SEALs and hen e has a small
probability to nd a ollision. For example, if the signer has
1200 SEALs, as marked with the letter A in Figure 2, it has a
61% probability of nding a signature after one try (one twoway ollision after throwing 1200 balls into 762460 bins) for a
given a message. If we assume that an adversary only knows
10 SEALs (whi h it learned from 5 BiBa signatures), it has a
2 13:9 probability to nd a ollision (forge a signature) after
one try. Figure 2 shows the adversary's probability, marked
with the letter B.

2.4 The BiBa Signature Scheme
We now des ribe the BiBa signature s heme in more detail. To sign message m the signer omputes the m3 bit
long hash h = H (mj ), where is a ounter value that the
signer in rements if it annot nd a signature. The signer
has t SEALs (ea h is m2 bits long), and maps them with the
hash fun tion Gh into n bins. Any k-way ollision of SEALs
forms the signature.
Veri ation is straightforward. We assume that the veri-

2.3 BiBa Extensions
The rst way to in rease the se urity is to in rease the
number of SEALs and bins, but that approa h would inrease the size of the publi key.
3

er knows the BiBa parameters k and n, the hash fun tion
H , and the hash fun tion family G.
Assume the veri er re eives message m and BiBa signature hSx1 ; : : : ; Sxk ; i. First, the veri er veri es that all k
SEALs are distin t and authenti . Next, the veri er omputes h = H (mj ), and a epts the signature if all Gh (Sxi )
(for 1  i  k) are equal.

tion osts. We would like to point out the high level of
se urity BiBa a hieves with only a few ollisions. Based on
the requirements of the NESSIE proje t [15℄, a BiBa signature s heme that uses an 11-way ollision would provide
suÆ ient se urity.
An adversary has two main ways to olle t SEALs to forge
signatures. First, the adversary simply olle ts SEALs dislosed in signatures generated by the signer. Se ond, the
adversary tries to nd SEALs by brute-for e omputation
to invert the PRF F used to authenti ate the SEALs. In
our analysis, however, we assume that the latter atta k is
impra ti al, su h that the adversary only knows the SEALs
that the signer dis loses with a signature.

2.5 Security Considerations
Given a number of dis losed SEALs, we an derive the
probability that an adversary an nd a valid BiBa signature
using standard ombinatorial te hniques. In Appendix A we
derive that a tight upper bound of the probability Pf of the
adversary to forge a signature after a single trial is
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(n 1)r k
nr 1
where r is the number of SEALs that the adversary knows.
Clearly the more SEALs the adversary has, the higher
the probability that it an forge a BiBa signature. The
se urity of the BiBa signature s heme relies on the fa t
that the signer knows many more SEALs than an adversary.
We leverage the birthday paradox threshold, also known as
the birthday bound. Intuitively, when we throw t balls uniformly randomly into n bins, when
p the number t is below the
birthday bound (approximately 2n), two-way ollisions are
rare. But as t grows larger than the birthday bound, the
number of ollisions in reases rapidly.
Pf =

k
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

n
762460
15616
3742
1690
994
672
494
384
310
260
222

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

r

k

Pf
19:5403
27:8615
35:6088
42:8912
49:7855
56:3539
62:6386
68:6797
74:4851
80:2237
85:7386

k
13
14
15
16
17
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19
20
21
22
23

n
192
168
151
136
123
112
104
96
89
83
78

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

In this se tion we des ribe how we use the BiBa signature
to design the BiBa broad ast authenti ation proto ol.
A broad ast authenti ation proto ol requires that ea h reeiver an verify that the data originates from the sender.
An obvious approa h is for the sender to ompute a BiBa signature on ea h message it broad asts. Sin e the sender an
only dis lose a small number of SEALs, it ould only sign a
small number of messages (given a publi key whi h ommits
to a xed number of SEALs). For a viable broad ast authenti ation proto ol, however, the sender needs to authenti ate
a potentially in nite stream of messages. So we onstru t
a proto ol that replenishes the SEALs dis losed with ea h
signature. In a straightforward approa h, the sender adds
a new ommitment (for ea h SEAL that it dis loses) to the
pa ket, and in ludes all the new ommitments in the signature. This approa h doubles the size of the signature and is
not robust to pa ket loss. We now present a better approa h
for onstru ting the SEALs. We will not review signature
generation and veri ation in this se tion, sin e it is the
same as in the BiBa signature s heme that we des ribe in
Se tion 2.4.

Pf
91:0196
96:1001
101:3377
106:3119
111:0802
115:7250
120:6079
125:1143
129:5147

One-way SEAL Chains

133:8758

For our authenti ation proto ol, we need a method su h
that the re eiver an instantly authenti ate the SEALs when
it re eives them, and that the SEALs are automati ally
replenished. We use one-way hains to a hieve the selfauthenti ating property of SEALs and for replenishment.
One-way hains are used in many s hemes, for example by
Lamport in a one-time password system [11℄, and the S/Key
one-time password system [8℄.
We use the the PRF F to generate the one-way SEAL
hains, and the PRF F 0 to generate a one-way salt hain.
The sender rst generates the one-way salt hain of length
l, fKi g1il , using the PRF F 0 as follows: the sender randomly sele ts Kl (of length m1 bits): Kl R f0; 1gm1 , and
then re ursively omputes all other salts: Ki = FK0 i+1 (0)
(1  i < l).
The sender then generates a set of one-way SEAL hains,
fShi;ji g1it;1jl , where Shi; i forms a one-way hain as
Figure 3 shows. The SEAL hains are onstru ted as follows. The sender rst randomly sele ts all the seed SEAL
values Sh ;li of length m2 bits: Shi;li R f0; 1gm2 (1  i  t).
The sender then omputes all other SEAL values re ursively:
Shi;j i = FShi;j+1i (Kj +1 ) (1  j < l). Note the way we use
the salts of the one-way salt hain to derive the SEAL values,

138:2788

Table 1: The se urity of some BiBa instan es. The
signer knows t = 1024 SEALs and the adversary has
r = k SEALs.
We assume the signer has t = 1024 SEALs, and the atta ker has r = k SEALs whi h is the number of SEALs
dis losed after the signer signs one message. Let PS denote
the probability that the signer an nd a signature after one
trial with t SEALs, and Pf denotes the probability that an
adversary an forge a signature after one trial knowing r
SEALs. A high value for PS means the signer is likely to
produ e a signature on the message and hen e signing is efient. For the remainder of this paper we set PS = 0:5,
su h that the signer an nd a signature after 2 tries on
average. A low value for Pf means that it is unlikely for
an atta ker to produ e a valid signature, and indi ates the
se urity of the s heme. Table 1 shows the Pf value for di erent instan es with varying parameters n and k. In Se tion 5
we dis uss methods on how to hoose the BiBa parameters,
and we dis uss the resulting ommuni ation and omputa4

su h that an atta ker rst would need to nd a pre-image
repla ementsof the salt of the one-way salt hain before it an try to nd
pre-images for the SEAL hains. We hose this spe i onstru tion to allow for relatively ompa t SEALs, while the
longer salts mitigate atta ks to nd other pre-images for the
SEALs by pre- omputation. However, if the SEALs are long
enough to prevent su h atta ks, the one-way salt hain may
not be ne essary.
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4. BIBA BROADCAST PROTOCOL EXTENSIONS

time
period i

Ki

We brie y present two extensions to the BiBa broad ast
proto ol. An optimal proto ol would satisfy the following
three properties: low re eiver omputation overhead (as low
as the BiBa signature proto ol), low ommuni ation overhead (only the dis losed SEALs are in the pa ket), and perfe t robustness to pa ket loss. Unfortunately, we ould not
nd su h a proto ol and we leave its quest to future resear h.
However, we an a hieve two out of the three properties.
The standard BiBa broad ast authenti ation proto ol we des ribe in the previous se tion has low ommuni ation overhead, perfe t robustness to pa ket loss, but requires more
re eiver omputation overhead than the standard BiBa signature proto ol (to verify the authenti ity of the SEALs).
In this se tion, we propose the extension A and B. Extension A does not tolerate pa ket loss, and extension B has a
higher ommuni ation overhead. Hybrid s hemes exist, but
we do not des ribe them here. The di eren e among the
three proto ols is how they manage the SEALs.

..
.
F0

F
Sht;l 1i

Sh1;l 1i Sh2;l 1i : : :

that the adversary an know, and k is the number of SEALs
revealed in a signature. When the re eiver gets a pa ket
it needs to verify that the sender did not yet dis lose more
than r a tive SEALs. Be ause of the one-way SEAL hains,
SEALs of one time period also dis lose SEALs from previous
time periods. Hen e we require that the sender does not use
a BiBa instan e for time Æ after it dis losed k SEALs of
that instan e. To send ontinuously, the sender needs to
use multiple BiBa broad ast authenti ation instan es in a
round-robin fashion.

F
Sht;li

Kl

1

l

1

F0
Kl

l

time

Figure 3: Using one-way hains to onstru t SEAL
The sender divides the time up into time periods of equal
duration Td . In ea h time period i, the SEALs Sh ;ii and
the salt Ki are a tive. Figure 3 shows the time periods
and the orresponding a tive SEALs and a tive salt. As
time advan es an entire row of SEALs expires and a new
row be omes a tive. The sender publishes ea h salt at the
beginning of the time period when it be omes a tive, but
the sender only dis loses the a tive SEALs of a time period
that are part of a BiBa signature.
To bootstrap a new re eiver we assume for now that the
sender sends it all the SEALs and the salt of a previous
time period over an authenti ated hannel. We present extensions that provide more eÆ ient re eiver bootstrapping
in Se tion 5. It is lear that a re eiver who knows all the
authenti ated SEALs and salt of a time period an authentiate SEALs and salts of later time periods. For example, assume the re eiver knows the authenti salt Ki of time period
i. When the re eiver re eives Ki+1 of the following time period the re eiver authenti ates it by verifying Ki =? FK0 i+1 (0).
The re eiver authenti ates SEALs by following the one-way
SEAL hain ba k to a SEAL that it knows is authenti .

Extension A
Extension A provides low re eiver omputation overhead
and low ommuni ation overhead, but it does not tolerate
pa ket loss. The basi BiBa broad ast authenti ation proto ol has a high re eiver omputation overhead be ause the
majority of the SEALs are never used in a signature, so to
authenti ate a SEAL the re eiver needs to re ompute many
SEALs in a one-way SEAL hain until it rea hes a previously stored SEAL. We solve this problem in extensions A
and B by using every SEAL of ea h one-way SEAL hain in
a BiBa signature.
In this s heme we use the on ept of SEAL boundary,
whi h Figure 4 depi ts. The SEALs above the boundary
are dis losed, and they serve as ommitment to the SEALs
on the other side of the boundary. The sender and re eiver
always know the urrent SEAL boundary. The sender only
uses SEALs that are dire tly adja ent to (below) the boundary. After ea h BiBa signature the sender and re eiver extend the SEAL boundary past the newly dis losed SEALs.
This s heme would not be se ure if an adversary ould
slow down the data traÆ to the re eiver, and olle t enough
pa kets su h that it knows a large number of SEALs on the
lower side of the per eived SEAL boundary of the re eiver.
This large number of SEALs would enable the adversary to
spoof subsequent data traÆ , be ause the adversary ontinuously re eives fresh SEALs that the sender dis loses. This
illustrates that the sender and re eiver need to be time synhronized, su h that the re eiver knows the sending s hedule
of the pa kets.
As an additional se urity measure, the sender an also sign

Security Condition
To prevent an adversary from forging for a signature, we
need to ensure that an adversary knows few a tive SEALs.
Hen e, when the re eiver re eives a pa ket, the re eiver has
to be ertain that an adversary ould only know a small
number of SEALs. The re eiver an verify su h a ondition
if it is time syn hronized with the sender and knows the
sending s hedule of pa kets. We refer to TESLA for more
details on time syn hronization [16℄. Assuming a maximum
time syn hronization error of Æ between the sender and the
re eivers, the sender is limited to sign br=k messages within
time Æ , where r is the maximum number of a tive SEALs
5
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Extension B

to perform to forge a signature [15℄. For BiBa, the minimum
number of hash fun tion operations to forge a signature is
2=Pf , for simpli ity we use 1=Pf .
Let PS denote the probability that the sender an nd a
signature in one trial. The expe ted number of tries that
the sender performs to nd a signature is 1=PS . Without
loss of generality we set PS = 0:5.
To a hieve good se urity, the sender an dis lose approximately up to = 10% of the SEALs. Ea h signature reveals
k SEALs. The sender knows t SEALs, so it an produ e
 = b  t=k signatures in a time period. As we dis uss in
Se tion 3, the sender needs to wait for time Æ until it an
dis lose the SEALs of the next time period. Hen e it needs
multiple BiBa instan es, if it wants to send more than 
messages per time period Æ . Given the pa ket sending rate
, the number of BiBa instan es needed is dÆ = e.
We now dis uss how we hoose n and k. The hoi e of
k dire tly determines the signature size. We an derive the
number of bins n from k and the probability PS that the
sender nds a signature after one trial. Figure 5 shows how
PS de reases as we in rease n.
On e we x n and k we an derive the number of SEALs
that the sender an dis lose su h that the adversary has
at most a probability of Pf to forge a signature. Figure 6
depi ts the probability distribution to nd a signature given
a ertain number of SEALs. As we an see in Figure 6(a),
Pf qui kly de reases as the sender de reases the number of
SEALs it dis loses. If Pf is too high (insuÆ ient se urity)
for a k-way ollision, we need to in rease k.

Extension B is similar to extension A, but it tolerates pa ket
loss. Extension A does not tolerate pa ket loss be ause the
re eiver needs to know whi h SEALs the sender dis loses so
it an update the SEAL boundary. To improve the toleran e to pa ket loss, we add SEAL boundary information to
pa kets, whi h in reases the ommuni ation overhead. This
approa h allows us to trade o robustness to pa ket loss
with ommuni ation overhead.
Two main methods exist to en ode the SEAL boundary
in pa kets: absolute en oding or relative en oding. The absolute en oding sends the index of ea h SEAL of the SEAL
boundary in the pa ket. For instan e the SEAL boundary
in Figure 4 is h0; 2; 3; 0; 1; 2i. A relative en oding only ommuni ates the hange of the SEAL boundary with respe t
to a previous boundary.
As in extension A, the re eiver needs to know the exa t
sending rate of messages, to verify that the SEAL boundary always grows by the number of SEALs that the sender
dis loses. To prevent that an atta ker olle ts more than
r SEALs, the re eiver needs to re eive at least one pa ket
every  pa kets (where  = br=k ). Hen e this s heme does
not tolerate more than  1 onse utively lost pa kets. Otherwise, an atta ker ould olle t SEALs during a long period
of pa ket loss, and forge subsequent pa kets by laiming a
bogus SEAL boundary.

5.

1

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this se tion we rst dis uss how to derive the BiBa
parameters from a given set of system requirements, and
we analyze the impa t of BiBa parameters on the overhead
and se urity. Next, we look at the overhead of signature
generation and veri ation. We will then dis uss a on rete
example on how to onstru t a viable broad ast authenti ation s heme and dis uss the performan e.

BiBa Overhead
Table 2 lists the omputation, memory, and ommuni ation
overhead of the sender and the veri er during the pre omputation, signature generation, and signature veri ation
phases, where TF , TG , and TH denote the time to ompute
the fun tions F; G; H , respe tively.

Selection of BiBa Parameters

Example: Real-time stock quotes

We assume that the sender has t = 1024 SEALs. Let Pf
denote the probability that an atta ker an nd a signature
with one trial of one message knowing at most r SEALs. The
se urity parameter is generally expressed as the expe ted
number of hash fun tion operations that an adversary has

Consider a real-time sto k quote broad asting system. The
main requirement is a low authenti ation delay for the realtime data, hen e bu ering on either the sender or re eiver
side is not an option. Another requirement is the robustness
6
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Computation
l(t + 1)TF
(t  TG + TH )=PS
2  k  T G + TH

Memory

of the BiBa s heme in parallel in a round-robin fashion.
The sender overhead to generate a signature is approximately (1024  TG + TH )=PS . On a 800 MHz Pentium III the
sender an ompute  106 MD5 hash fun tion evaluations
per se ond [19℄ (unipro essor, software-based implementation of MD5). On this ar hite ture, generating one BiBa signature takes approximately 2 ms, about 5 times faster than
to generate a 1024-bit RSA signature using the OpenSSL library. BiBa enjoys a linear speedup for multiple pro essors,
whi h a hardware implementation an easily exploit. With
maximum parallelization, generating a BiBa signature only
requires two sequential hash fun tion omputations.
Signature veri ation (ex luding the veri ation of the authenti ity of the SEALs) only requires 17 hash fun tion evaluations. However, the SEAL veri ation is about 256 PRF
evaluations on average. This is be ause the 1024 a tive
SEALs of one time period are amortized only by 4 pa kets. On a 800 MHz Pentium III the sender an ompute
 5  106 RC5 fun tion evaluations per se ond [20℄ (uniproessor, software-based implementation of RC5). On this arhite ture, veri ation takes on the order of 50s, whi h is
about 20 times faster than verifying a 1024-bit RSA signature.
De reasing the se urity requirement and in reasing the
number of dis losed SEALs would greatly diminish this number (e.g. If we allow the adversary to know 128 SEALs whi h
would result in Pf = 2 41:2 , then the veri er only needs to
perform 128 PRF evaluations on average to authenti ate
the SEALs). Using either extension A or B would redu e
the veri ation overhead to 17 hash fun tion and 16 PRF
omputations, however with the tradeo s we des ribe in Se tion 4.

l(m1 + t  m2 )
l(m1 + t  m2 )
m1 + (k + n)  m2

Table 2: BiBa Overhead. The salts are m1 bits long,
and the SEALs are m2 bits long. The ommuni ation
overhead (signature size) is k m2 (+m1 if we also send
the salt).
to pa ket loss, so re eivers an instantly and eÆ iently authenti ate ea h message they re eive, despite previously lost
pa kets. To the best of our knowledge, no previous proto ol
satisfa torily addresses these requirements.
We assume the following system requirements. Re eivers
are time syn hronized with the sender, with a maximum
time syn hronization error of ten se onds (Æ = 10s). The
sending rate is approximately 10 pa kets per se ond ( =
10 p/s). The sender has t = 1024 SEAL hains. We set
the se urity parameter 1=Pf = 258 (the atta ker needs to
perform 258 hash fun tion omputations within time Æ to
forge a signature). We set = 1=16, so the adversary an
know up to r = t = 64 a tive SEALs.
For this example, we set m1 = 128; m2 = 64; k = 16.
We then ompute n to get PS lose to 50% and ompute
the orresponding Pf assuming that the adversary knows
64 SEALs. From Table 1 we pi k n = 168, and the resulting
forging probability is Pf = 2 58:03 . The signature size is
about 128 bytes.
Ea h signature dis loses 16 SEALs, hen e after 4 pa kets an atta ker knows at most 64 SEALs. Ea h row of the
SEAL hains is a tive for 400ms (10 pa kets/s and 4 pa kets sent per row). Be ause Æ = 10s is the maximum time
syn hronization error, we annot dis lose any SEALs of the
next row for 10 se onds. Otherwise we would dis lose more
SEALs of the previous rows whi h the adversary ould use
to forge a signature. This requires that we use 25 instan es

Efficient Public-Key Distribution
Sending the publi key to all re eivers is a potential bottlene k. In the s hemes we dis uss in this paper, the publi
key size is on the order of 10 Kbyte for ea h BiBa instan e.
We now present a tri k that makes publi key distribution
7

eÆ ient for the sender, but requires a longer time to bootstrap re eivers. The intuition is that re eivers an olle t
SEALs while they re eive signed messages, and re onstru t
the one-way SEAL hains and the one-way salt hain. Periodi ally, the sender broad asts a message ontaining the
hash of all SEALs and the salt of one time period, signed
with a traditional digital signature s heme, for example RSA
[22℄. On e the re eiver olle ts all SEAL hains, it an authenti ate them with the digital signature and authenti ate
subsequent traÆ . This assumes that the re eiver is already
time syn hronized with a maximum time syn hronization
error Æ . The well-known oupon olle tor problem predi ts
how long the re eiver needs to wait: After olle ting t  log(t)
random SEALs, it has one SEAL of ea h one-way hain with
high probability, where t is the number of SEAL hains. In
the s hemes we onsider in this paper t = 1024, hen e the
re eiver needs to olle t about 7098 SEALs. In our rst example, the sender dis loses 64 SEALs in ea h time period, so
the re eiver needs to olle t SEALs during 110 time periods.

6.
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APPENDIX
A. ONE-ROUND BIBA IS AS SECURE AS
MULTI-ROUND BIBA


t

k

nk

We illustrate a multi-round s heme with a on rete example. Figure 7 illustrates this approa h for two rounds. In
the rst round, we look for two-way ollisions under a hash
fun tion Gh . The indi es of the bins that have at least a
two-way ollision in the rst round are used as balls in the
se ond round, and a three-way ollision is required under
G^ h . The indi es that parti ipate in the three-way ollision
in the se ond round and the SEALs ne essary to verify that
ea h index orresponds to a bin with the two-way ollision
in the rst round, form the BiBa signature: hSx1 ; : : : ; Sx6 i.
To verify the BiBa signature hSx1 ; Sx2 ; Sx3 ; Sx4 ; Sx5 ; Sx6 i
of message m (with h = H (m)), the veri er veri es the
following onditions:
1. All six SEALS Si are distin t and authenti
2. Throwing all 6 SEALs into n1 bins results in 3 two-way
ollisions in bins with indi es b1 ; b2 ; b3 . These indi es
form a three-way ollision under G^ : G^ h (b1 ) = G^ h (b2 ) =
^ h (b3 ).
G
We now sket h a proof that a one-round BiBa signa-
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We write Pk (x) for the probability that exa tly x k-way
ollisions o ur. In the settings that we study, we have
Pk (1) > Pk (2), and in parti ular for the adversary who
tries to forge a signature we have Pk (1)  Pk (2)  Pk (3).
Similarly, we have Pk (1)  Pk+1 (1) sin e the signer an
barely nd a k-way ollision, and for the adversary we have
Pk+1 (1) = 0 be ause it only knows k SEALs that were dislosed in a signature. From the rst equality of equation 1
we approximate the probability to nd a valid signature
Pf

Pf



Pk (1) + Pk (2) +   
= E [k℄ Pk (2) 2Pk (3)
 E [k℄

t k
t
 k (nnt 11)



(4)
(5)

We use equations 2 and 4 to derive the number of bins
su h that the signer has the probability of PS  50% to
nd a signature, given that the signer has t balls and the
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signature is omposed of a k-way ollision:
tk
1
PS 
=
(6)
k!nk 1 2
k
2t
nk 1 =
(7)
k!
We an now ompute the probability that the adversary
an forge a signature, given that it has seen a single signature
(hen e it has k balls), and we use equation 7

B.

We an use a Merkle hash tree for the SEAL authenti ation [12℄. The signer hooses the SEALs randomly, pla es
them at the leaves of a binary tree and omputes ea h internal node as the hash of the on atenation of the two hild
values.4 The root node of the hash tree be omes the publi
key, hen e the publi key is small.
The signer omputes the signature as before, but it needs
to add additional veri ation nodes of the hash tree to the
signature, su h that the veri er an re onstru t all the paths
from all SEALs to the root of the hash tree. Unfortunately,
the overhead of these additional veri ation nodes an be
high, as we now ompute.
We assume that the dis losed SEALs are distributed randomly in the hash tree. To ompute the overhead, we need
to ompute the probability that all the leaves below a given
tree node are all empty. We set fun tion  (a; r; n) as the
probability that a leaves are empty after randomly hoosing
r leaves among n leaves (note that  (a; r; n) = 0 if n r < a):

 k

1
k!
1
(8)
= k
n
2t
For the two-round s heme, we assume that the signer has
t balls, and that it looks for a k1 -way ollision in the rst
round, and a k2 -way ollision in the se ond round. It is lear
that the signature omprises k1  k2 balls, so sin e we require
that the signature size is the same for the one-round and
two-round s hemes we have k = k1  k2 . We assume that the
number n1 of bins in the rst round is xed, and we ompute the number of bins in the se ond round su h that the
probability of the signer PS to nd a signature is approximately 50%. The expe ted number of k1 -way ollisions e1
in the rst round is
tk1
e1 =
(9)
k1 !nk1 1 1
We an now ompute the number of bins n2 of the se ond
round
1
ek1 2
(10)
=
PS 
k2 1
2
k2 !n2
2ek2
2tk1 k2
(11)
nk2 2 1 = 1 =
k
k2 !
k2 !(k1 !nk1 1 1 ) 2
The probability that the atta ker an nd another signature with k1  k2 balls is
 k2 1
1
Pf = P 
(12)
n2
where P is the probability to nd k2 k1 -way ollisions after
throwing k1  k2 balls into n1 bins:

n1
(k1  k2 )!
(13)
P = k2 k2 k1 k2
(k1 !) n1
Combining equations 11, 12, and 13 we get

n1
(k1  k2 )! k2 !(k1 !)k2 n1(k1 1)k2
k2
Pf =
2tk1 k2
(k1 !)k2 n1k1 k2

n1
(k1  k2 )!k2 !
= k2 k2 k1 k2
(n1 ) 2t
 (k21tk1kk22)!
(14)
When we set k1  k2 = k in Equation 14 we an see that
the probability to forge a signature Pf is the same as in
Equation 4, whi h shows that the two-round s heme o ers
no better se urity than a one-round s heme.
Theorem 1. A one-round Biba signature is asymptotially as se ure as a n-round Biba signature.
The proof is in the full version of this paper.

Pf =

MERKLE HASH TREES FOR SEAL AUTHENTICATION

 (a; r; n) =

Y1

r

i=0

n

n

a

i

i

The expe ted number of nodes of the Merkle hash tree
that need to be sent to authenti ate b leaf nodes depends on
the depth d of the hash tree. The number of expe ted nodes
is:
d
X

2i  (2d i ; b; 2d )(1

 (2d i ; r; 2d

2d i ))

i=1

The intuition behind this formula is that we need to send a
node of the tree if exa tly one hild has all empty leaf nodes,
and the other hild node has at least one hosen leaf node.
When we evaluate this probability for the s hemes we list
as examples 1 and 2, we would need to add 83:3 hash tree
nodes on average to authenti ate the 16 SEAL values for the
s heme in the rst example, and 67:5 nodes to authenti ate
the 12 SEALs in the se ond example. Clearly, this would
in rease the signature size by a fa tor of 6, and in rease the
veri ation overhead.
To generalize this idea, we an onstru t many small hash
trees of height d that ontain 2d SEALs. The publi key
would then ontain all the root nodes of all small hash trees,
and hen e we redu e the size by a fa tor of 2d . To authenti ate ea h SEAL, the signer adds the d veri ation nodes
to ea h SEAL. Hen e, the publi key size is redu ed by a
fa tor of 2d and the signature size is expanded by a fa tor
of d.

4
A minor point is that the signer needs to ompute a oneway fun tion on the SEAL before pla ing the SEAL at the
leaf node. Otherwise the signer would dis lose neighboring
SEALs when it dis loses additional nodes for veri ation.
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